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We have no official statistics to prove the fact, but it’s quite likely that
unmarried individuals make up the majority of the membership in the
British Union. However, when programming for marriage and families is
provided, the heartfelt plea often follows from many single adults,
“What about us?” If we are honest with ourselves, for far too long, we
have neglected to address the spiritual, emotional, and physical needs of
our single members. Single adults are often conspicuous by their absence
in the planning of family ministry days that fail to be inclusive of a
significant proportion of the family of God. While such neglect is rarely
intentional, its impact is felt nonetheless.

Since its inception the Adventist church has always had an uneasy
relationship with single adult ministry. We still even struggle to find the
most appropriate terminology to describe unmarried people that does
not carry negative connotations. Should it be ‘single’, ‘single adults’,
‘unattached’ etc? The issue of living single is rarely addressed from our
pulpits, either through oversight, lack of interest or for fear of causing
offence. Our uneasiness is probably compounded by the fact that we live in a media driven culture
that promotes couple attachments and views single status as a sign of social inadequacy. In spite
of our Christian ethos, this erroneous attitude often permeates our own thinking. It is not unusual
for single adults in church to avoid specific singles ministry events and programming simply
because they do not wish to be ‘highlighted’ as single.
We struggle to come to an understanding of what actually constitutes single adult ministry. If we
as a church had vibrant, relevant singles ministries functioning in our local churches, what would
they look like? What does a singles ministry provide that existing ministries cannot? Where singles
ministry does exist, it is often a ‘tag on’ to the more ‘legitimate’ ministries to families. Yet, the
benefit of a vibrant ministry to single adults is the creation of a culture that values single people
and reiterates the point that singleness is not a second-class status. This goal is aided when
leaders preach and teach positively about singleness. Churches should also be proactive about
placing single people in positions of responsibility based on their legitimate gifts and abilities.
Singles ministry should avoid segregating single people but rather seek to integrate them into the
life of the church.
Ministry to single adults has always been dogged with erroneous ideas about the purpose it should
fulfil. Some time ago I was asked the following question in a Q & A session at one of our local
churches. “What is the South England Conference doing to help single people find partners?” The
question caused some amusement in the congregation and my immediate response was to make it
clear that the South England Conference is not a dating agency. My reply was not intended to
flippantly ignore the desire of some single adults to find romantic partners, or to dismiss the
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legitimate role that dating agencies have (see
singleseventhdayadventists.com). On reflection, it was a knee-jerk
response to a question for which I didn’t really have a more substantive
response. I still do not believe it is the role of the church leadership to
assume the role of matchmaker. However, I do believe that we should
encourage programming that assists single adults to cultivate spiritual,
emotional, physical and intellectual health. One of the potential byproducts of such personal development may be the formation of
romantic partnership where this is desired and appropriate. In order to
encourage healthy opposite sex interactions, churches should be
proactive about creating contexts in which single people can socialise.
We should not underestimate the importance of Christian fellowship for
growth and retention of members. We all crave community and research indicates that those who
remain committed to church attendance and participation must have at least 5-7 individuals in
attendance with whom they connect on more than a superficial level.
In our planning, we must be cognisant of the fact that ministry to single adults does not address a
homogenous group of people who all have the same needs and aspirations. Single people are not a
generic mass. As in every aspect of church ministry single adults come in all shapes and sizes. While
there may be many commonalities, the needs of a single mother may differ widely from a person who
has experienced separation; divorce; bereavement; those who desire a relationship, yet don’t have
the opportunity; and those who are intentional about remaining single. Whatever the ‘category’
single adults fall into, they often have a natural desire for recognition, affirmation and validation.
Singles ministry should not simply constitute ministry to single adults but
also ministry by single adults. Ephesians 4:11-13 emphasises the fact that
the role of church leaders is to ‘equip members for the work of ministry.’
We must therefore create opportunities to serve together. Paul’s words in
1 Corinthians 7 makes it clear that the church actually needs unmarried
adults who are committed to the work of the Lord. It is however, vitally
important that the church does not presume upon the availability of their
single members. While single people must take personal responsibility to
set healthy boundaries for themselves, the church must also safeguard
them from the dangers of overcommitment and burnout. So, what does
an effective single adult ministry look like? This is a question that each
local church has to answer for themselves. There can never be any ‘one
size fits all’ ministry, but every ministry needs to be tailored to the needs of each congregation.
Any effective ministry begins with the recognition of a need and a willingness to address that need.
The general purpose of ministry to single adults is reflected in the vision statement formulated by
Dennis Franck, author of Reaching Single Adults: An Essential Guide for Ministry. It reads, “Single Life
Ministries exists to build single adults who are whole spiritually, socially, intellectually and
relationally to achieve their God-given potential.” Similarly, the North American Division Adventist
Single Adults Ministry (ASAM) has as its mission statement, “Reaching and empowering single adults to
create Christ-centred safe places for fellowship, nurture and
service”(adventistsingleadultministries.org).
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The more emphasis we as church leaders can focus on these holistic goals, the more we can dispel
false perceptions about single adult ministries and remove the false stigma that being a single adult is
akin to having an affliction that elicits a “poor you” response from those ‘blessed’ with partners. The
overarching purpose in ministry to single adults is to create opportunities to encourage, inspire, equip
and empower valued individuals to experience the “abundant life” that Jesus Christ has made
available to each one of us (John 10:10).
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Family Togetherness Week 7-13 September
Download the Family Ministry Planbook from
http://family.adventist.org/revival-andreformation-families-reaching-up.html
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AdventSource www.adventsource.org/
Adventist Parenting www.adventistparenting.com
Adventist Special Needs
Association - www.asna.info/
BUC Family Ministry–
adventist.org.uk/who-we-are/
departments/family-ministries
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The Ellen G. White Estate www.whiteestate.org/
GC Family Ministry family.adventist.org
Hope Channel - www.hopetv.org
Kids in Discipleship www.kidsindiscipleship.org/
North American Division Family
Ministry - family.nadadventist.org
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People today are sleep-deprived, and nowhere
are the negative effects felt more acutely than
in families. Most parents realise that their
families aren't getting enough sleep, though
they likely don't understand how serious the
problem is and need help finding a solution. In
Sleep Dr Archibald Hart explores why sleep is
so important, what happens when family
members are chronically sleep deprived, and
how families can start developing healthy
sleep habits.

In Why Be Lonely, Drs Carter, Meier, and
Minirth address a topic with which many
struggle, yet is not often discussed. This book
defines what constitutes loneliness and
examines the causes and consequences. The
authors then address biblical principles for
overcoming loneliness and cultivating
meaningful relationships.
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Growing Through Divorce. Forced to accept
drastic changes, make lifestyle-altering
decisions, and develop new coping skills,
many people going through divorce are left
with little hope for the future and even less
energy for daily living. Jim Smoke gives wise
counsel and step-by-step guidance for anyone
experiencing divorce, offering the
rediscovery of hope and joy.

SEC Family Ministries
secadventist.org.uk/who-we-are/
departments/family-ministries
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South Pacific Division Family
Ministry - www.adventist.org.au/
family-ministries
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Contact Us
SEC Family Ministries
25 St John’s Road
Watford WD17 1PZ
fm@secadventist.org.uk
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